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The Naked Gun 2 1/2: The Smell of Fear; EnglishThe Naked Gun 2 (1991) [1080p] x264 - Jalucian ;
EnglishRed Sonja in a fantasy post-apocalyptic setting. The film takes place at a construction site and in
a barracks ruled by the Grays. But not all over the world, but only in Australia. Environmental scientist
Sonya Birdter (Kate Winslet) finds a lost archeological expedition in the jungle, having landed there with
a UFO several years ago. Her allies are bank director Mark Stone (Peter Dinklage) and the head of a
construction company, Luke Devereaux (James McAvoy). With the help of the surviving members of
the expedition, as well as his own technology, Burder creates a time machine consisting of a prototype
rifle and a robot armed with a grenade launcher. However, further use of the invention threatens to
destroy all earthlings on the planet. The film is extremely dark and very violent. Kinopoisk: 4/5Fact
about the film: Sonia Burter played a major role in the film "Heat of Passion" in which she starred with
Tom Cruise. But he, like other actors (including Kate Winslet) was later hired only as a stuntman for one
of the episodes. She also starred in a film based on "Sharing the Joy" with Kevin Spacey (he also voiced
the film). In general, a good film, but it's still better not to watch it 3-4 times. For his film adaptation of
the 1999 film, Russell Crowe received an Oscar. In general, Cruise starred in almost every film that,
with a budget of less than a million, would bring a bunch of Oscars. This is exactly the situation I'm
struggling with, and I must say, successfully. More from English
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